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Figure 1.1: 2013 UCI Pietermaritzburg XCO-MTB World Championship course schematic 
and profile.  Where, * signifies techical section;  uphill with hills numbered (H1 ); --> 
downhill with downhills numbered (DH1 )
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Abstract
The purpose was to assess the mechanical work and physiological responses to cross country mountain bike racing.
Participants (n ¼ 7) cycled on a cross country track at race speed whilst _VO2, power, cadence, speed, and geographical
position were recorded. Mean power during the designated start section (68.5 + 5.5 s) was 481 + 122 W, incurring an O2

deficit of 1.58 + 0.67 L – min71 highlighting a significant initial anaerobic (32.4 + 10.2%) contribution. Complete lap
data produced mean (243 + 12 W) and normalised (279 + 15 W) power outputs with 13.3 + 6.1 and 20.7 + 8.3% of
time spent in high force-high velocity and high force-low velocity, respectively. This equated to, physiological measures for
% _VO2max (77 + 5%) and % HRmax (93 + 2%). Terrain (uphill vs downhill) significantly (P 5 0.05) influenced power
output (70.9 + 7.5 vs 41.0 + 9.2% Wmax),the distribution of low velocity force production, _VO2 (80 + 1.7 vs
72 + 3.7%) and cadence (76 þ 2 vs 55 + 4 rpm) but not heart rate (93.8 + 2.3 vs 91.3 + 0.6% HRmax) and led to a
significant difference between anaerobic contribution and terrain (uphill, 6.4 + 3.0 vs downhill, 3.2 + 1.8%, respectively)
but not aerobic energy contribution. Both power and cadence were highly variable through all sections resulting in one power
surge every 32 s and a supra-maximal effort every 106 s. The results show that cross country mountain bike racing consists of
predominantly low velocity pedalling with a large high force component and when combined with a high oscillating work
rate, necessitates high aerobic energy provision, with intermittent anaerobic contribution. Additional physical stress during
downhill sections affords less recovery emphasised by physiological variables remaining high throughout.

Keywords: cycling, intermittent, field testing, oxygen deficit

Introduction

In order to prescribe optimal training guidelines for

a particular sport, a thorough understanding of the

interaction between physical work done during

competition and the physiological response to that

work is required. Published research (Gregory,

Johns, & Walls, 2007; Hamilton, Martin, Anson,

Grundy, & Hahn, 2002; Impellizzeri, Marcora,

Rampinini, Mognoni, & Sassi, 2005; Impellizzeri,

Sassi, Rodriguez-Alonso, Mognoni, & Marcora,

2002; Stapelfeldt, Schwirtz, Schumacher, & Hilleb-

recht, 2004; Wilber, Zawadzki, Kearney, Shannon,

& Disalvo, 1997) on the sport of Olympic format

cross country mountain bike racing has concen-

trated on basic laboratory descriptors of endurance

capabilities with relation to both absolute and

relative workload(s) in the field. Such measures

might not directly relate to cross country mountain

bike race performance (Baron, 2001; Gregory et al.,

2007; Prins, Terblanche, & Myburgh, 2007)

and may mislead coaches to prescribe ineffective

training.

The geographical profile of a cross country moun-

tain bike course varies dramatically. The nature of the

sport means positional advantage at the start of the race

is vital (Macdermid & Morton, 2011). The result is an

explosive pace off the start followed by intermittent

bursts for 1.5–1.75 h (Stapelfeldt et al., 2004).

The limited research thus far on cross country

mountain bike racing has focused on smoothed data

(Stapelfeldt et al., 2004) and terrain (uphill, flat,

downhill) averages (Gregory et al., 2007) with little

regard for the oscillating nature of the work

demand, particularly the changing ratio of cadence

to torque in producing the requisite power. Supra-

maximal efforts in short bursts or short rest periods,

as required in cross country mountain biking in

order to save time, are not detected if data is

smoothed or data collection rates are slow. If this

occurs there may be a training over-emphasis on

constant intensity work and aerobic capacity. Yet in
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terms of muscle fibre recruitment and the physio-

logical differences, periods of supra-maximal and

constant intensity work are important, especially

when specificity of stimulus is required for training

purposes.

There is a dearth of scientific research regarding

the nature of work demand during cross country

mountain bike racing with specific reference to the

true physiological/physical requirements of the sport.

This thus limits the effectiveness of both the sport

scientist and coach in being able to develop and

prescribe effective training strategies. Therefore, the

aim of this study was to assess the intermittent work

demand of a simulated cross country mountain bike

lap performed at race pace in the field with reference

to physical and physiological requirements.

We hypothesise that, unlike the consistent work

protocols administered in the laboratory to test

mountain bikers, in the field, a highly varied work

requirement will include significant periods of low

cadence, high force during uphill sections and

higher cadence low force periods during temporally

shorter downhill sections. For this reason, we

further hypothesise that a much greater intermittent

anaerobic contribution is required during cross

country mountain bike racing than during more

traditional cycling disciplines including the first few

minutes.

Methods

Participants

Seven male nationally competitive cross country

mountain bike cyclists (mean + s: age 23 + 9 years,

height 176 + 4 cm, mass 66.9 + 7.7 kg, _VO2max

(maximum oxygen uptake) 67.6 + 5.3 ml – kg71 –

min71) were recruited to perform in this study. Prior

to participation, all participants provided written

consent in accordance with the NZ Central Regional

Ethics Committee. Although all participants were

well-trained cross country mountain bike athletes

they had no prior experience of the specific tests

conducted and as a result undertook a familiarisation

period one month prior to testing. Familiarisation

entailed riding on a treadmill (TechnoGym, Italy)

until comfortable at the different speeds and

gradients and riding the cross country mountain

bike course whilst wearing an automated, breath by

breath portable gas analyser (Cortex Metamax 3B,

Cortex, Biophysik, Leipzig Germany). Time taken to

become familiar with treadmill riding was participant

dependent but was deemed successful when they

could ride as per normal. One participant (not

included in any data analysis) pulled out of the

study because they were unable to complete this part

of the trial.

Laboratory tests

On the initial visit to the laboratory participants were

weighed (with and without cycle clothing and the

portable gas analyser plus mountain bike with the

powermeter (PowerTap, USA) to be used during the

trial) and measured (cm). Participants used their

own cross country mountain bikes but all used the

same set of wheels (Stans Alpine rims, ZTR front

hub and PowerTap rear hub) and tyres (Continental

Race King, supersonic 2.2, Ger.). Tyre pressure was

adjusted to that preferred by the rider in the field

(SmartGauge, TOPEAK, Ger.).They were then

allowed a warm-up period (5 min at 15 km – h71

and 5 min at 20 km – h71 with the treadmill set at

0% gradient) which also acted as a re-familiarisation

with the test equipment, followed by a sub-maximal

test on the treadmill in order to obtain the Power:
_VO2 relationship (Medbo et al., 1988). This test

consisted of three incremental bouts of exercise of

5 min duration at a constant speed of 20 km – h71

whilst treadmill gradient was set at 1, 3, and 5%.

Power output and _VO2 data was logged every second

throughout the trial and averaged along with _VO2

data over the final two minutes of each stage (Medbo

et al., 1988). This enabled an individual power: _VO2

relationship to be formed whilst riding their own

cross country mountain bike, which could then be

extrapolated to predict O2 demand (Gastin, 2001;

Medbo et al., 1988) during the field test. Following a

30 min active recovery period a ramp test (starting

on 100 W and increasing by 25 W every minute) to

exhaustion (Lucia, Hoyos, Perez, & Chicharro,

2000) was performed. During the test, expired gas

data were collected continuously, logged every

second and averaged over 60 s periods to enable

the calculation of _VO2max and respiratory compen-

sation point (Macdermid & Edwards, 2010).

Field test trials

Two days after the laboratory trial, participants

attended a day at a purpose-built mountain bike

course (Pukeora MTB Park, Central Hawkes Bay,

NZ) where they completed a re-familiarisation of the

cross country mountain bike course. All participants

had previously ridden the course on at least three

separate occasions. The course was broken down

into sections based on terrain (ascent or descent) of

which the characteristics are provided (Figure 1).

Data taken from the Garmin Edge 705, during the

trials showed the course length was 7977 + 68 m in

length (Coefficient of Variation (CV) ¼ 0.85%) had

an ascent of 265.2 + 3.6 (CV ¼ 1.34%) and des-

cent of 250.4 + 3.4 (CV ¼ 1.34%) showing good

reliability of the Garmin device.

After a 2-h break (including a light carbohydrate

based meal and drink), and following a warm-up

1492 P. W. Macdermid & S. Stannard
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enables the separation of force-velocity into quad-

rants and was calculated based on the following

equations:

Average effective pedal force Nð Þ
¼ power output Wð Þ � 60ð Þ=

cadence rpmð Þ � 2 � Pi � crank length mð Þð Þ
ð2Þ

Circumferential pedal velocity m � s�1
� �

¼ cadence � cranklength � 2 � Pi=60ð Þ ð3Þ

Each participant’s corresponding values for the

respiratory compensation point (Macdermid & Ed-

wards, 2010) taken from the laboratory trial was used

to separate the force and velocity scatterplot into

quadrants (Figure 4B) reflecting force-velocity char-

acteristics used during the activity (I: high force-high

velocity; II: high force-low velocity; III: low force-low

velocity; IV: low force-high velocity).

Physiological variables continuously sampled and

logged every second included _VO2 (L – min71) and

Heart Rate (HR) (bpm) which, along with power

output (W) were analysed with regards to the terrain

sections (Figure 1).

The _VO2 and power output data, averaged for

each 5 s period of the field test and in conjunction

with the linear relationship data established via the

laboratory test, were used to estimate O2 deficit and

subsequently energy system contribution to exercise

based on the following calculations:

O2 demand ¼ mxþ b ð4Þ

where, m is the slope and b is y-intercept of the

power: _VO2 relationship determined in the labora-

tory test, and x is the 5 s smoothed average of power

output measured during the field test.

O2 deficit ¼ O2 demand � Actual _VO2 ð5Þ
It was expected that wheel revolutions would vary

greatly whereas breathing frequencies would mostly

be high. In the PowerTap, power is a function of

torque * wheel (hub radial velocity) speed, and so

power readings, recorded each breath through the

Garmin, would be calculated from quite varied

work times. For consistency therefore, and to be

able to manage the large amount of data, a five

second averaging was employed for all dependent

variables.

Statistical analyses

Data recorded throughout the laboratory and field

trials were transmitted to a conventional personal

computer and processed with the Garmin Training

Centre, Saris PowerAgent and Metamax 3B software

provided with the relevant hardware. Descriptive

data (mean, standard deviation (s)) were calculated

for all dependant variables using GraphPad Prism

(version 5.0). A two-way repeated-measures analysis

of variance (ANOVA), with two within-subject

variables (terrain and order) were used to test

differences between mechanical and physiological

responses while a two-way ANOVA was used to

assess the effect of terrain on the force-velocity

relationship for quadrant analysis. Where an overall

significant difference was found the main effect was

analysed using Bonferroni post-hoc testing for

pairwise comparisons, significance set at P 5 0.05.

Results

Laboratory tests

Table I shows the participants’ responses to the sub-

maximal and maximal laboratory tests used in the

analysis of field data. Manual calibration of

the treadmill for this test meant that ‘real’ speed

during the three-stage sub-maximal test was actually

19 km � h71.

Field tests

The starting straight consisted of a fast tarmac

surface of 500 m in length with an average

gradient of 2.5% before feeding into a single track

off road surface. The time taken to complete

this section was 68.5 + 5.5 s, relating to a mean

+ s power output from a standing start of

Table I. Laboratory test characteristics of the participants (n ¼ 7) for the sub-maximal treadmill test and the maximal ergometer test. Where

results are given per kg this refers to total weight of the individual participant’s clothing, bike plus powermeter and the portable gas analyser.

19 km – h71 @ 1% 19 km – h71 @ 3 % 19 km – h71 @ 5 % Max data were applicable

Power Output (W) 92.3 + 8.5 173.1 + 13.7 249.1 + 20.3 405.5 + 31.3

Power Output (W –
P

kg71) 1.16 + 0.08 2.20 + 0.03 3.14 + 0.06 5.26 + 0.27

Cadence (rpm) 73 + 5 76 + 4 78 + 5 N/A
_VO2 (L – min71) 1.52 + 0.15 2.39 + 0.23 3.25 + 0.30 4.39 + 0.59

_VO2 (ml –
P

kg71 – min71) 19.4 + 1.0 30.4 + 0.9 41.4 + 0.8 56.8 + 6.0

HR (bpm) 111 + 8 134 + 12 156 + 11 188 + 4

1494 P. W. Macdermid & S. Stannard
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481 + 122 W, 5.9 + 1.8 W –
P

kg71, or 6.63 +
1.34 W – kg71. The mean total O2 deficit incurred

during this period equalled 1.58 + 0.67 L – min71

and resulted in an estimated aerobic (67.6 + 10.2%)

and anaerobic (32.4 + 10.2%) contribution to the

work done over the start. Quadratic analysis showed

that 82.4 + 2.6% of the time during the allocated

period was high force of which 86.6 + 12.1% was

high force-high velocity. Figure 2 highlights the nature

of the aforementioned variables during this short

period reflecting a cross country mountain bike race

start.

Over the whole lap the average time equalled

1701 + 50 s which was characterised by a mean

power output of 243 + 12 W; 3.00 + 0.14 W �
kg71; or 3.62 + 0.18 W � kg71, a normalised power

output of 279 + 15 W; 3.5 + 0.2 W � Pkg71; or

4.1 + 0.3 W � kg71, and a cadence of 67 + 5 rpm.

Mean distribution of the quadrant analysis of the

average effective pedal force and circumferential

pedal velocity shows that 57.2% of time was spent

at low velocity (including 20.7 + 8.3 and

36.5 + 5.4% for high force-low velocity and low

force-low velocity, respectively) while 42.8% was

spent at high velocity (including 13.3 + 6.1 and

29.5 + 8.2% for high force-high velocity and low

force-high velocity, respectively) with a high force

contribution of 34% compared to 66% low force

during cross country mountain bike racing. An

individual participant’s quadrant analysis is provided

in Figure 4B.

Absolute _VO2 for the same periods was

3.45 + 0.22 L � min71 (77 + 5% _VO2max), while

heart rate was 175 + 6 bpm (93 + 2% of HRmax).

Figure 3 shows how physiological and work variables

were distributed (percentage of time) during the field

test, highlighting the dissociation of variance between

power output and physiological measures over the

duration of the trial. This is further highlighted in

Figure 4A, showing five-second averages for one

participant over the entire field test duration.

Comparison between physiological measures dur-

ing laboratory treadmill cycling (19 km � h71 @ 5%

gradient) and cross country mountain biking in the

field (using exactly the same equipment) provided no

statistical difference in mean absolute power output

Figure 2. Data recorded (Mean + s) over the start straight and averaged every 5 s. A. Power output profile (W), B. Power output profile

(W � Pkg71), C. Oxygen deficit (L � min71), and D. Estimated aerobic and anaerobic contribution to work done (%).

Cross country mountain biking 1495
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(P ¼ 0.117, 249 + 20 vs 243 + 12 W) or relative
_VO2 (P ¼ 0.331), yet HR (161 + 6 vs 175 + 6

bpm, respectively) was significantly different

(P ¼ 0.004).

The lap (Figure 1) was composed of eight

distinguishable sections which were predominantly

ascent (range 127–281 s) or descent (range 62–293 s).

Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA analysis of

section specific data (Figure 1, Table II) highlights

the difference between terrain with regard to order

within the lap. As expected there is a significant

interaction between terrain and order for all variables

measured. Further analysis of power data for terrain

indicated that mean distribution of the quadrant

analysis of the average effective pedal force and

circumferential pedal velocity whilst ascending indi-

cated that greater time was spent in high force-low

velocity (29.2 + 12.2%) compared with high force-

high velocity (16.3 + 9.3%) but with more overall

time spent in the low force-low velocity and low force-

high velocity (25.1 + 8.4 vs 29.5 + 11.4%) respec-

tively. Conversely, the distribution of time for des-

cending showed the majority of time was spent in low

force pedalling (low force-low velocity (49.3 + 4.7%)

and low force-high velocity (35.4 + 6.0%)), while

high force pedalling made-up 10.4 + 4.9 and

11.5 + 6.8% for high force-high velocity and high

force-low velocity, respectively. Two-way ANOVA

indicates an overall interaction between quadrant and

terrain (P 5 0.001) with no overall effect of terrain

(P ¼ 0.353) but an effect of quadrant (P ¼ 0.002).

Post-hoc analysis only showed significant differences

for terrain for high force-low velocity (29.2 + 12.2 vs

11.5 + 6.8%, P 5 0.05) and low force-low velocity

(25.1 + 8.4 vs 49.3 + 4.7%, P 5 0.001).

Terrain is not only defined by a change in gradient

but can also include negotiation of corners and/or

obstacles. Such occurrences are often met with

decelerations and accelerations, resulting in surges

of power output. Figure 5 shows the mean + s

number of surges that occurred during the simulated

lap at race pace. This equated to a mean total for all

participants of 53 + 5 surges (three consecutive

readings). Due to the nature of the terrain it is hard

to surmise the regularity of such efforts required by

cross country mountain bike athletes but it does

relate to one surge every 32 s and 1 supra-maximal

effort every 106 s.

Figure 3. Frequency distribution (mean + s) for physiological variables during the field test represented as percentages of maximum from

laboratory tests for A. % _VO2max; B. % HRmax; and work variables C. % Wmax; and D. Cadence (rpm).
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With such an intermittent nature to the sport,

estimated energy system contribution via oxygen

deficit indicates a mean + s of 94.0 + 1.2 and

6.0 + 1.2%, P 5 0.001 for aerobic and anaerobic

contribution to work done. Analysis of terrain data

indicates no difference (P 4 0.05) between aerobic

contribution for ascending (93.7 + 3.0%) and

descending (96.0 + 2.4%), while a significant dif-

ference was found between anaerobic contribution

(P 5 0.05) for ascending (6.4 + 3.0%) and des-

cending (3.2 + 1.8%).

Discussion

This investigation set out to assess the mechanical

work and physiological responses to a simulated

cross country mountain bike, race paced lap. The

main findings were: (a) power output and cadence

constantly oscillate during cross country mountain

bike racing, predetermined by terrain; (b) low

velocity pedalling constitutes the majority of cross

country mountain bike racing with a large contribu-

tion of high force-low velocity muscular contraction;

(c) cross country mountain biking is predominated

by the requirement of a well-developed aerobic

capacity but key movements of the sport emphasise

a high demand on anaerobic energy provision; (d)

cross country mountain bike courses have distin-

guishable sections in terrain profile but athletes are

not afforded the same nature of recovery as road

cyclists, emphasised by physiological variables re-

maining high.

In setting out to simulate a race start, all

participants were asked to approach the designated

starting straight with an effort similar to that which

they would make in a race. Although impossible to

simulate the physical drive for positional advantage,

it was felt due to the supra-maximal power outputs

obtained (Figure 2 A–B), that all athletes approached

this section as requested. Consequently, work

completed over the first minute of the field test

produced supra-maximal power outputs (greater

than the power output associated with _VO2max) by

way of high force-high velocity muscular contraction,

resulting in a large anaerobic energy contribution.

Figure 2 (C–D) profiles the physiological implica-

tions of the simulated start. The mean energy system

contributions over this comparatively short time

period agreed with previous findings with regard to

one off, all-out efforts and time scales (Gastin,

2001). However, in the sport of cross country

mountain bike racing, athletes are required to

continue for at least a further 90 min making the

sport unique in events of this duration.

Investigations into optimal pacing strategies for

performance in events lasting less than 2 minutes

indicate that an all-out strategy produces the best

performances (Bishop, Bonetti, & Dawson, 2002; De

Koning, Bobbert, & Foster, 1999) with slightly

longer events (4000 m pursuit cycling) following a

pattern of all-out effort for the first 12 seconds

followed by an even pace thereafter as per Figure 2A

(Aisbett, Rossignol, & Sparrow, 2003; De Koning

et al., 1999). Even short (800 kJ) time trials have

supported a constant pacing strategy (Atkinson,

Peacock, & Law, 2007), and as a result it would be

easy to suggest that such strategies employed by cross

country mountain bikers (Stapelfeldt et al., 2004)

and used in this study could be detrimental to

performance. However, our analysis of male compe-

titors (n ¼ 79) during the 2010 World Champion-

ship showed that even though this strategy is used,

mean individual CV + 95% CI of lap times amongst

well trained athletes was 1.93 + 1.43%. It must also

be remembered that in this instance we are investi-

gating a race not a time trial, and the rules which

confine the sport mean that positional advantage

Figure 4. An individual participant’s data over the whole lap for: A.

Altitude (m), power output (W � kg71), % _VO2max, and % HRmax

averaged over 5 s periods for the whole field test duration, with the

average power (horizontal dashed line) and normalised power

(horizontal solid line); B. Quadrant analysis separated by the mean

effective pedal force and circumferential velocity of that partici-

pant, at respiratory compensation point from laboratory test and

indicating the difference between hill and downhill sections.
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from the start could outweigh the negative effects

from initially working too hard (Macdermid &

Morton, 2011). Data reported in Table II reveals

that although participants engaged supra-maximal

effort from the start (to gain positional advantage

into the single track, Figure 2), a more sustainable

effort ensued.

Taking the whole lap average data into considera-

tion, absolute power output data (243 + 12 W) and

% HRmax data (93 + 2%) are very similar to those

previously reported (Impellizzeri et al., 2002; Sta-

pelfeldt et al., 2004) in elite national athletes during

a number of complete cross country mountain bike

races. However, this study did produce slightly lower

(77 + 5%) values than the estimations of % _VO2max

(84 + 3%) made previously (Impellizzeri et al.,

2002). Such small discrepancies could easily be

due to course characteristics which might affect the

ability of the participants to maintain work rate

during sections of the course. Also, the previously

reported data was taken from actual races which may

have an additive (psychological) effect on slightly

higher physiological values derived from HR. The

very low standard deviations around the means for

the aerobic and anaerobic contribution to the

complete lap indicate homogeneity for the demands

of this particular course and form of racing.

When the raw power outputs are converted to

normalised power, data from this study is similar to

criterion road race data and is subsequently similar

to the constant power output of a flat time-trial. Such

data agrees with the use of normalised power rather

than mean power to make cross comparisons

between cycling disciplines or training sessions

(Jobson et al., 2009). However, the manner in which

the work was completed could be of the upmost

importance and will determine the specificity of

stimulus for training requirements. An example of

this that requires further investigation is the quadrant

analysis data. These data highlight a large compo-

nent of high force-low velocity muscle contraction

suggesting strength maybe more important for cross-

country mountain bike athletes in order to negotiate

terrain compared to other cycling disciplines.

Figure 3 C–D emphasises the large variation in

both power output and cadence over the course of a

cross-country mountain bike lap which is underlined

by the spread of the mean distribution of the

quadrant analysis of the average effective pedal force

and circumferential pedal velocity (individually

represented, Figure 4B). In contrast, % HRmax and

to a lesser extent % _VO2max show much less

variation (Figure 3 A–B). An explanation for such a

difference between mechanical and physiological

variation can be explained partly, due to a muscle-

lung vascular transit delay pushing the rising phases

of short bursts of effort into recovery phases or in this T
ab
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case blunting the response of lower power output

bouts (Hurst & Atkins, 2006; Turner et al., 2006).

The effects of downhill cross country mountain

biking on the dissociation between power output and

HR have been attributed to increased energy

demands of movements not associated with pedalling

but rather negotiating the course (Gregory et al.,

2007; Stapelfeldt et al., 2004). The separation of the

data into terrain sections (Figure 1) identifies a

significant difference between the start phase of the

lap (hill 1) with hills 2, 3 and 4. Overall, power

output decreased in subsequent climbs, which is not

unexpected considering the quest to gain positional

advantage from the start. However, HR increased

while _VO2 remained relatively unchanged following

hill 1.

Laboratory studies regarding constant power out-

puts (4lactate threshold) and O2 kinetics have

showed consistently that there is no achievement of

an early steady state after 3 minutes with _VO2

continuing to rise until exercise is terminated or

exhaustion supervenes (Barstow & Mole, 1991;

Roston et al., 1987). In the case of this field study

it is possible to suggest that participants arrived at the

pinnacle of the first climb prior to exhaustion,

allowing them to continue at a pace that would

enable completion of race distance (1.5–1.75 h).

The fact that there was no decrease in _VO2 but an

increase in HR suggests that recovery was inadequate

adding to the reduced oscillatory effect of power on

heart rate and to a lesser extent _VO2. This is

supported by previous studies into repeated bouts of

high intensity rowing and HR kinetics (Mavromma-

taki, Bodganis, Kaloupsis, & Maridaki, 2006) where

1.5 and 3 minutes recovery was not deemed suffi-

cient in order to maintain power output over 1000 m

bouts of rowing. Whereas, laboratory studies have

used constant load tests to demonstrate the slow

component _VO2, the data presented here shows

dissociation between a declining power output, _VO2,

and heart rate, and thus mimics the inverse of such

trials. While the changes in both HR and _VO2 are

minor it does suggest either a probable reduction in

stroke volume, or in oxygen extraction at the muscle

but the latter is unlikely. Feasible explanations for

such occurrences could also be linked to the effect

downhill terrain could have on the sympathetic

nervous system. It is possible that increased catecho-

lamine responses could drive HR above what is

necessary in terms of oxygen delivery. Alternatively,

increased thermal load may drive up cardiac output

to increase skin blood flow, producing a HR above

that which is necessary in terms of O2 delivery to the

working muscles (Périard, Cramer, Chapman, Cail-

laud, & Thompson, 2011).

In addition the explanation is compounded by the

course characteristics used in this study and poten-

tially all cross-country mountain bike courses. Figure

1 highlights some of the potential issues regarding

the classification of sections with regard to length,

overall ascent and descent, mean gradient and the

number of directional changes. Visual inspection of

the data indicates that sections 1–2 and 7–finish are

downhill overall but also contain a large number of

directional changes along with a proportionally high

gain in altitude when compared with the hill sections.

Such characteristics will influence the interpretation

of overall terrain characteristics and the associated

impact on physiological measures. Likewise, exercis-

ing at a power output shown to elicit 60% _VO2max or

reporting such a mean power output does not reflect

the intermittent demands of cross country mountain

bike racing or the capabilities of athletes taking part.

Gear selection and cadence are almost certainly

influenced by the gradient of slope, changes in

direction, and overcoming obstacles, and thus

consequently cause large fluctuations in torque

(Gregory et al., 2007) and work rate. The course

used in this study (Figure 1) had equal ascent and

descent and thus time spent climbing was greater.

Interestingly, the total number of changes in

direction of 127 was not split evenly as there were

53 changes in direction ascending and 74 descend-

ing. This could have led to fewer power surges

(Figure 5) as determined by the software (PowerA-

gent, Cycle Ops, USA) which determines a surge in

power as a value lasting 43 s. Again, even with the

use of such software there is the potential to

underestimate the erratic nature of the sport which

seems to have more in common with game sports

than road race cycling. Participation in elite cross

country mountain bike racing, like such sports may

be dependent on a high aerobic capability of the

athlete (Impellizzeri et al., 2005) but it is likely that

supra-maximal intensities and all-out surges are

critical in deciding the result. The sport of cross

Figure 5. Mean s surge analysis for participants (n ¼ 7) over the

whole lap and based on total weight of participant, bike and gas

analyser.
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country mountain bike racing may be dominated by

the aerobic energy system but it is potentially not the

defining aspect of performance.

The use of estimating energy system contribu-

tion to exercise via oxygen deficit has previously

been used in single bout exercise periods (Bishop,

2000; Gastin, 2001). However, issues regarding the

changing linear relationships between power and
_VO2 for repetitive bouts of maximal exercise are

unknown. Changes in the slope and Y-intercept of

such a relationship with fatigue could potentially

lead to a minor underestimation of anaerobic

contribution to subsequent bouts. Even so, Figure

5 highlights the fact that there is a greater

emphasis of anaerobic energy utilisation during

sections of the course that are predominantly

ascending compared with descending as would be

expected.

Conclusion

The results of the present study illustrate that the

mechanical work performed and the physiological

responses of cross country mountain bike racing are

discontinuous as a result of changes in terrain and

course features. As a result cross country mountain

bike racing is predominated by high force-low

velocity pedalling during ascent and combined with

a high oscillating work rate necessitates high aerobic

energy provision, with intermittent anaerobic con-

tribution. Additional stress during downhill sections

affords less recovery than seen in other cycling

disciplines, emphasised by non-variable physiological

values in relation to terrain.

Practical implications

The following are practical recommendations for

athletes and coaches working with cross country

mountain bike athletes:

. Training prescription should consider the im-

portance of the interaction of energy system(s)

development to a high level. A high aerobic

capacity is essential but will almost certainly

need to be trained in a different manner to the

current practices of road cyclists taking into

account the force-velocity relationship.

. Athletes must be accustomed to climbing for

extended periods at intensities greater than 90%
_VO2max with supra-maximal surges and imme-

diately be able to negotiate technical descents at

high speed while under physiological stress.

. Cross country mountain biking requires a large

strength component compared to other cycling

disciplines. For that reason athletes and coaches

should be conscious of the need to perform

short duration, high intensity efforts with

cadences below 80 rpm.
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Abstract
This investigation sets out to assess the effect of five different models of mountain bike tyre on rolling performance over
hard-pack mud. Independent characteristics included total weight, volume, tread surface area and tread depth. One male
cyclist performed multiple (30) trials of a deceleration field test to assess reliability. Further tests performed on a separate
occasion included multiple (15) trials of the deceleration test and six fixed power output hill climb tests for each tyre. The
deceleration test proved to be reliable as a means of assessing rolling performance via differences in initial and final speed
(coefficient of variation (CV) = 4.52%). Overall differences between tyre performance for both deceleration test
(P = 0.014) and hill climb (P = 0.032) were found, enabling significant (P < 0.0001 and P = 0.049) models to be
generated, allowing tyre performance prediction based on tyre characteristics. The ideal tyre for rolling and climbing
performance on hard-pack surfaces would be to decrease tyre weight by way of reductions in tread surface area and tread
depth while keeping volume high.

Keywords: mountain biking, tyres, rolling resistance, performance, field testing

Introduction

Rolling resistance, or resistance arising from the
interaction of a bicycle tyre and the ground, plays
an important role in cycling performance. Labelled
the second most important component of drag
(Wilson, Papadopoulos, & Whitt, 2004), it is para-
mount to performance (Capelli et al., 1998; Grappe
et al., 1999) in a sport where small advantages can
make the difference between winning and losing.
Rolling resistance has been studied during road and
track cycling (Di Prampero, Cortili, Mognoni, &
Saibene, 1979; Faria, Parker, & Faria, 2005), but
little research has been performed on mountain bik-
ing. Better knowledge on the performance of tyres is
especially important as tyre choice in relation to
tread pattern is a critical strategic decision often
made only through guesswork and prior experience
for a given course condition.

Rolling resistance arises from hysteric losses in the
tyre–ground interaction (Faria et al., 2005) and is
generally modelled as equal to the product of the
coefficient of rolling resistance and the vertical load-
ing on the wheel (Candau et al., 1999; Martin,
Gardner, Barras, & Martin, 2006; Martin, Milliken,
Cobb, Mcfadden, & Coggan, 1998). The vertical

loading is largely determined by the weight of the
cycle plus rider, while the coefficient of rolling resis-
tance is a product of many things. These include
wheel size, type of tyre, tread configuration and
inflation pressure of the tyres (Bertucci, Duc,
Villerius, Pernin, & Grappe, 2005; Bertucci,
Rogier, & Reiser, 2013; Di Prampero, 2000;
Grappe et al., 1999). Unlike air resistance, the
other major resistance component during cycling,
rolling resistance is independent of speed, although
this has been disputed (Kyle, 1988). The bulk of the
research, however, has shown that the rolling resis-
tance force is independent of speed, and that is how
it will be modelled in this article.

Although independent of speed, the contribution
of rolling resistance to total resistance increases as
speed decreases (Faria et al., 2005), with reductions
in speed of 50% from 14 to 7 m s−1 being attributed
to a threefold increase in rolling resistance contribu-
tion to total resistance (Grappe et al., 1999). This
would suggest that in a cycling discipline such as
cross-country mountain biking where the average
speeds are relatively low compared to other cycling
discipline (Gregory, Johns, & Walls, 2007;
Impellizzeri, Sassi, Rodriguez-Alonso, Mognoni, &
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Marcora, 2002; Macdermid & Stannard, 2012) and
terrain is more variable, it is feasible that rolling
resistance could play a crucial part in determining
performance through its contribution to drag
(Bertucci et al., 2005, 2013).

Cross-country mountain bicycles have been
shown to have greater resistance than road bicycle
tyres (Di Prampero, 2000). Aside from recent varia-
tions, effective wheel size due to different rim dia-
meter and tyre size causing a larger contact patch,
the lower tyre inflation pressure used (Faria &
Cavanagh, 1978; Wilson et al., 2004) and the terrain
they are designed to roll over (Whitt, 1971) all will
affect rolling resistance. Additionally, tyre properties
such as fabric and weave used, the thread count and
the strength of the tyre all interact with the afore-
mentioned circumstances to produce overall rolling
resistance (Wilson et al., 2004).

This poses some difficult decisions for most cross-
country mountain bike athletes, as a critical aspect of
racing is to achieve optimum traction and maintain
optimum efficiency whilst reducing the chances of
mechanical failure through punctures, debeading
tyres or loss of traction. As such, improving perfor-
mance is not as simple as minimising straight-line
rolling resistance. Nevertheless, an improved
knowledge of how tyre volume, weight and tread
characteristics affect rolling performance would be
useful when making tyre choices. Traditionally,
cross-country mountain bike tyres have been of
small volume (1.9′′) and recommended inflation
pressures have been between 30 and 50 psi
(Overend & Pavelka, 1999) in order to increase roll-
ing efficiency. Issues arising from such high tyre
pressures would be a decrease in tyre deformation
causing a loss of grip but also increasing transference
of vibrations from terrain to rider. Such vibrations
could negatively affect cycling efficiency via
increased work done (Hurst et al., 2012) as a result
of vibration damping. Manufacturer recommenda-
tions typically provide a maximum inflation pressure
of 65 psi which is contrary to recent trends amongst
high-level cross-country mountain bike athletes who
run tyres >2.0′′ width (minimal tread pattern), with

inflation pressures between 15 and 30 psi or 0.3 psi kg
∑weight (rider + bike). Theoretically, the latter
would increase the tyre contact print (Wilson et al.,
2004), providing increased grip for technical man-
oeuvring (cornering) but negatively increasing the
coefficient of rolling resistance component.

The main purpose of this study therefore was to
investigate the effect of identically constructed cross-
country mountain bike tyres, but differing in tread
pattern and volume, on the resistance to roll on
hard-pack single track using a deceleration test and
during a climb typical of a cross-country mountain
bike race. In addition, a secondary aim was to try
and use an existing model (Candau et al., 1999) in
determining the coefficient of rolling resistance for
cross-country mountain bike tyres in a field
environment.

Method

One trained male cyclist (age 38 years, body mass
61.5 kg, height 1.72 m, _V O2 max 72 ml kg−1 min−1)
participated in two field tests performed on separate
occasions, separated by 7 days, incorporating a
coasting deceleration test (Candau et al., 1999;
Grappe et al., 1999) and a fixed power output hill
climb. All tests were performed on the same moun-
tain bike (GT Zaskar Team 26′′ hard tail, Optimized
Force Constructed Carbon, Santa Ana, CA, USA)
weighing 8.74 kg, fitted with a rear hub powermeter
(PowerTap, CycleOps, Madison, WI, USA) and one
pair of five identically constructed, different tread
patterned tyres (Continental, Supersonic, GER
(Table I)). Tyre inflation pressure was set at 0.3 psi
per total weight (bike + fully clothed and helmeted
cyclist), which is within the range used by expert
cross-country mountain bike athletes.

Coasting deceleration test

In an attempt to consider the terrain surface–wheel
interaction, this test was performed on a hard-
packed soil track (0.8 m × 100 m) typical of cross-
country mountain bike single track and sheltered

Table I. Characteristics of the tyres used during the study.

Tyre model ∑Twt (g) ISO/ETRTO (mm) Tvol (cm
3) TSA (mm2 unit area) TrD (mm) Classification

1. Twister 760 559/55 3303 12.8 1.52 Slick
2. RaceKing 1000 559/55 4583 23.6 3.32 Slick
3. X-King 1050 559/47 4583 19.0 2.95 Intermediate
4. Speed-King 850 559/55 4159 9.0 6.18 Mud
5. MountainKing 1030 559/52.5 4583 12.2 4.33 Mud

Notes: Measures for tyre volume are industry standards and provided in inches. Tread volume is quantified as a standard area per tyre and
taken as a mean of the whole tyre contact patch area. Twt = weight (g) of both tyres on the bicycle; ISO/ETRTO refers to international
standard for measure tyre developed by the European Tyre and Rim Technical Organisation; Tvol = estimated volume of tyre; TSA = tread
surface area per standardised unit; TrD = mean tread depth of the tyre.

2 P. W. Macdermid et al.
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from the prevailing wind. While the track was hard-
packed, it was checked for conformity between
trials and rolled with a steel lawn roller to ensure
consistency. All testing was performed on one occa-
sion, on the same day, where outdoor environmen-
tal conditions were temperature 16°C (iROX
HT78, iROX, Bern, Switzerland), air pressure
100.1 kPa and wind speed <1.0 m s−1

(TurboMeter, Davis Instruments, Hayward, CA,
USA) in a WNW direction. Timing was performed
via a single beam system with microprocessor func-
tionality to reduce error (SmartSpeed, Fitness
Technology, Fusion Sport, Brisbane, QLD,
Australia). This system measures in milliseconds
and has a typical error (CV (%)) of <1% for 20 m
running (Earp & Newton, 2012).

This test involved the rider accelerating from a
standstill over a 67 m distance in an attempt to
reach a predetermined speed of 35 km h−1 which is
a realistic speed attained by cross-country mountain
bike athletes when sprinting for position at the start
of a race and during descending (Macdermid &
Morton, 2012; Macdermid & Stannard, 2012).
This was identified by the participant through the
use of a bicycle computer (Garmin, Edge 705,
Olathe, KS, USA) with a compatible speed sensor
(GSC + 10, Garmin). On reaching the end of this
strip, the participant changed to a gear of 2.0 m
development (34 tooth chainring, 36 tooth sprocket)
allowing the participant to continue pedalling with-
out transmitting propulsive force to the rear wheel,
whereupon they coasted across two timing beams
1 m apart in order to determine initial speed; the
participant remained in a standardised position on
the bike (determined by the saddle height, position
on saddle and position of hands on the handlebars)
whilst pedalling without transmitting propulsive
force for a further 20 m (70–90 m) where overall
time was recorded; final speed was measured as per
the time taken to cross two timing beams, 1 m apart
(between 89–90 m). Data recorded included time (s)
and mean power (W) over the initial 70 m; initial

speed (km h−1), final speed (km h−1) and during the
20 m coasting period. Change in speed was deter-
mined by subtracting the final speed from the initial
speed and is presented as a percentage of initial
speed and/or speed difference.

Although the reproducibility and sensitivity of this
method has been previously reported (Candau et al.,
1999), it has not been performed with mountain
bikes or outside on a level hard-pack soil environ-
ment. Therefore, the first task was to establish the
reliability and sensitivity. For this test, the partici-
pant performed 30 trials using the RaceKing model
of tyre (Table I, Figure 1, tyre 2) with inflation set at
21 psi (0.3 psi per total weight).

To determine the differences between tyres, the
participant performed 15 trials per tyre, where those
falling outside an initial speed of 34–36 km h−1 were
excluded in order to obtain a more reliable outcome
measure. Differences between tyres were quantified
with the percentage loss in speed from the first meter
to the twentieth meter. To estimate the relative
losses due to aerodynamic drag and rolling resis-
tance, a variation of the method of Candau et al.
(1999) was used. The acceleration of the bicycle
and rider was assumed to be:

a tð Þ ¼ �Crg � 1
2m

ρACdv tð Þ2

where Cr is the coefficient of rolling resistance, ACd

is the effective frontal area, g is the gravitational
constant and ρ is the air density. Making the
assumption that

α ¼ �Crg

and
β ¼ 1

2m
ρACd;

this differential equation can be integrated twice to
give the equation for displacement at time T of

Figure 1. Pictorial image of the five tyres used for this study.
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D Tð Þ ¼ 1
2β

ln 1þ tan2 2αβ þK1ð Þ� �

� 1
2β

ln 1þ tan2 K1ð Þ� �

(see Candau et al., 1999 for derivation of the equa-
tions). The sum of error squared across the distances
(E) of the last three timing gates (which gives the
time at set distances) was used to assess the fit. E was
calculated as

E ¼
X4
i¼2

Di Tið Þ �Dpi
� �2

where Di is the distance calculated at time Ti and Dpi

is the actual distance (1, 19 and 20 meters). The
constants α, β and K1 were fit to the data for each
trial using a minimum least-squares method in
Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), where E
was minimised with α and β constrained to be
greater than or equal to zero. The coefficient of roll-
ing resistance was derived from α using

Cr ¼ � α
g

and the effective frontal area (EFA) was calculated
from β using

ACd ¼ � 2βM
ρ

Hill climb test

The purpose of this test was to try and quantify tyre
performance in a realistic setting. The test involved
the participant completing a climb (600 m distance;
average gradient 9.7% on a surface of hard-packed
mud) at a fixed work output (3.5 W ∑kg−1

(bike + rider weight)) on nine occasions for each
of the five tyre models (Table I). The test was
initiated from a standing start, and the participant
was instructed to maintain a fixed power output for
the whole climb as displayed on the on-bike com-
puter display. The PowerTap has been reported as
suitably valid and reliable for power output mea-
surements during trials of this nature (Bertucci
et al., 2005) as has the Garmin edge 500
(Macdermid & Stannard, 2012). The participant
was blind to all measures other than real time
power and average lap power.

Statistical analyses

Data are presented using descriptive statistics of
mean and SD, while measurement-error statistics

were calculated for reliability of the coasting test
including the 95% confidence limits for the above
random error statistics, the CV and Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient to assess reliability of final speed
with initial speed (Atkinson & Nevill, 1998).

A repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with one variable (tyres) was used to test
the differences in outcome measurements for both
the coasting and hill climb. Where an overall signifi-
cant difference was found, the main effect was ana-
lysed using Bonferroni post-hoc testing for pairwise
comparisons.

Multiple linear regression (enter method) was
performed for dependent variables, speed difference
(km h−1) for the deceleration test and separately for
hill climb performance time. Predictors (indepen-
dent variables) for both tests included tyre weight
(g) total for front and back (∑Twt), estimated tyre
volume based on ISO/ETRTO measurements (Van
Der Plas, 1991) and Pappus’s centroid theorem for
calculating volume of a torus (cm3), the tread surface
area (cm2) per standardised unit area and the aver-
age tyre tread depth (mm) calculated as the total
tread volume per standardised unit divided by tread
surface area. Diagrammatic representation of the
measures used for tyre characteristics is provided in
Figure 2. In addition to tyre characteristic predic-
tors, initial speed and mean power output were used
for the deceleration and hill climb regressions,
respectively.

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM
SPSS statistics 20, significance set at P < 0.05.

Radius of tyre + rim

(R) = 307 mm

Radius of tyre (r) = 27.5 mm

Tyre width = 55 mm

Tr
D

 = 3.32 mm

TSA = 23.6 mm
2

Rim Ø = 559 mm

(A) (B) (C)

(D)

Figure 2. Diagrammatic presentation of tyre characteristic
variables. The example provided is for the RaceKing model
(Table I, Figure 2),

where, ISO/ETRTO measures are shown as (A) wheel rim dia-
meter (Ø) and (B) tyre width; (C) tread surface area (TSA),
calculated per standardised unit area with tread knobs highlighted
in white used for this example; (D) mean tread depth (TrD),
calculated as the mean depth for all tread knobs per standardised
unit area.
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Results

Reliability

In order to assess the reliability of the coasting
deceleration test, the participant completed 30 trials
under one condition on a separate occasion to the
main trial. The mean time (s) to complete the initial
70 m was 10.95, s = 0.198 (95% CI 10.87–11.02)
with a CV 1.81%; the initial speed was 24.32,
s = 1.03 km h−1 (95% CI 23.91–24.72), CV
4.22%; time to complete the coasting section was
3.101, s = 0.146 s (95% CI 3.043–3.158), CV
4.70%; the final speed was 17.56, s = 0.79 km h−1

(95% CI 17.24–17.87), CV 4.52%. Pearson’s corre-
lation between the initial speed and final speed was
r = 0.8536 (P < 0.0001).

Coasting deceleration test

Although the mean speed (km h−1) over the
acceleration period (70 m) was significantly different
(F(4,14) = 27.05; P < 0.0001) between tyres, speed at
the onset of the coasting period (initial speed) for
each tyre was not significantly different
(F(4,14) = 1.745; P = 0.1529), indicating that the
initial speed was controlled. As a result, tyre perfor-
mance can be judged based on the final speed or the
percentage difference between initial speed and final
speed. First, the final speed revealed significant dif-
ferences between tyres (F(4,14) = 1.055; P = 0.0001),
with post-hoc test analysis establishing that the
Twister, RaceKing and X-King were travelling at
greater speeds (P < 0.05) than the MountainKing
tyre. As a result the speed difference (%) exposes
rolling performance differences between tyres
(F(4,14) = 0.8871; P = 0.0141) with post-hoc analysis
showing the X-King tyres reduction in speed to be
significantly less (P < 0.05) than for the
MountainKing (Figure 3). Data for the deceleration
test variables is displayed in Table II.

Multiple regression analysis with speed difference
(Sdiff) as the dependent variable produced a signifi-
cant model (F5,69 = 39.654; P < 0.0005; adjusted
R2 = 0.723). Significant predictor variables included
total tyre weight (B = 0.179, P = 0.012), estimated

tread volume (B = −0.440, P = 0.013), tread surface
area (B = 1.184, P = 0.027), tyre tread depth
(B = 9.194, P = 0.015) and initial speed
(B = 0.795, P < 0.0001) and could be characterised
by the following regression equation:

Sdiff ¼ � 52:931 þ 0:179�
X

Twt

� �

� 0:440� Tvolð Þ þ 1:184 �TSAð Þ
þ 9:194� T rDð Þ þ 0:795 � sið Þ

where Sdiff is the difference between initial speed and
final speed (%), ∑Twt is the total tyre weight (front
and back), Tvol is the estimated tyre volume, TSA is
the tread surface area, TrD is the tyre tread depth
and si is the initial speed.

Modelling Cr

Data used from the deceleration test and applied
to the model of Candau et al. (1999) are presented
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Figure 3. Mean ± s data taken from the coasting deceleration test
for the percentage change in velocity (km h−1) between the initial
velocity and final velocity during the coasting deceleration test for
the five tyres used.

*signifies P < 0.05 for Bonferroni post-hoc testing when compared
with the MountainKing tyre model.

Table II. Mean ± s performance results for the different variables measured during the deceleration test.

Tyre model

Twister RaceKing X-King Speed-King MountainKing

�s70 (km h−1) 26.8 ± 0.5 26.3 ± 0.4 25.2 ± 0.8 26.4 ± 0.4 26.1 ± 0.4
SI (km h−1) 35.7 ± 2.5 35.4 ± 2.5 33.9 ± 2.9 35.7 ± 1.8 34.5 ± 2.7
SF (km h−1) 26.5 ± 2.4 25.9 ± 0.9 25.6 ± 1.0 25.3 ± 1.5 24.0 ± 1.9
Sdiff (km h−1) 9.2 ± 1.9 9.4 ± 2.4 8.1 ± 2.6 10.5 ± 2.1 10.5 ± 2.7

Note: �s70 = mean speed over the 70 m acceleration period; SI = initial speed; SF = final speed; Sdiff = difference
between SI and SF.
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in Table III. The error presented in Table III is
the sum of the error in distance squared across all
three timing gates used in the data fitting. While
the calculated coefficient of rolling resistance is
low and EFA is high, the total values for error
are very small, further emphasising the reliability
of the data from the deceleration test.

Hill climb test

The participant was asked to complete the climb six
times under five conditions (tyre model, Table I) at
a power output relating to 3.5 W kg of ∑ weight−1

which equated to a relative power output of
4.4 W kg−1 or absolute power output of 250 W.
Repeated-measures ANOVA showed there were no
significant differences found for mean power output
(F(4,5) = 12.300; P = 0.1945) between conditions
(249 ± 3; 249 ± 6; 250 ± 3; 248 ± 6 and
250 ± 4 W for Twister, RaceKing, X-King,
SpeedKing and MountainKing, respectively); yet
there was an overall significance (F(4,5) = 1.937;
P = 0.0317) in time to reach the top (Figure 4(A)).
Mean ± s times were 198.5, s = 2.8, 198.5, s = 2.4,
197.3, s = 1.2, 200.2, s = 3.6 and 201.5, s = 1.1 s for
Twister, RaceKing, X-King, SpeedKing and
MountainKing, respectively. Post-hoc testing indi-
cated that pairwise comparison was only significant
between X-King and MountainKing. When average
speed per work done per total weight was
assessed as a measure of performance efficiency
interaction of tyre, bike and rider, no overall differ-
ence (F(4,5) = 3.460; P = 0.0835) was found
(Figure 4(B)).

Multiple regression analysis with time (s) to com-
plete the hill climb as the dependent variable
provided a significant model (F4,25 = 2.771;
P = 0.049; adjusted R2 = 0.196). Significant vari-
ables included total tyre weight (∑Twt) (B = 0.481,
P = 0.026), estimated tread volume (Tvol)
(B = −0.121, P = 0.026), tread surface area (TSA)
(B = 3.417, P = 0.035) and tyre tread depth (TrD)
(B = 25.346, P = 0.027) and are characterised by the
following regression equation:

Hill climb time sð Þ ¼ 106:334þ ð0:481�
X

TwtÞ
� 0:121� Tvolð Þ
þ 3:417� TSAð Þ
þ 25:346� T rDð Þ

where ∑Twt is the total tyre weight (front and back),
Tvol is the estimated tyre volume, TSA is the tread
surface area and TrD is the tyre tread depth.

Mean power output (W) was excluded from the
model due to a non-statistical significance
(B = 0.334, P = 0.223).

Table III. Attempted model for coefficient of rolling resistance (Cr), effective frontal area (EFA) and total
error (E) for XCO-MTB tyres based on the work of Candau et al. (1999).

Tyre model Cr EFA E (m2)

Twister 0.000490 ± 0.000222 2.184 ± 0.032 0.0937 ± 0.0108
RaceKing 0.000527 ± 0.000222 2.206 ± 0.036 0.095 ± 0.0192
X-King 0.000580 ± 0.000223 2.225 ± 0.036 0.0912 ± 0.0178
SpeedKing 0.000492 ± 0.000198 2.225 ± 0.037 0.1065 ± 0.0256
MountainKing 0.000222 ± 0.000149 2.223 ± 0.048 0.1267 ± 0.0362
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Figure 4. Mean ± s data for (A) time taken to complete the climb
and (B) average speed (m s−1) per Watt.
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Discussion

This investigation sets out to assess the effect of
identically constructed cross-country mountain bike
tyres, differing in tread characteristics and volume,
on the resistance to roll on hard-pack single track
using a deceleration test and during a climb typical
of a cross-country mountain bike race. The main
findings were: (a) the deceleration test is a reliable
method of determining the rolling performance of a
cross-country mountain bike tyre; (b) previous mod-
els of determining rolling resistance of road tyres are
not applicable for cross-country mountain bikes; (c)
while cross-country mountain bike tyres have many
facets that can influence overall performance, results
suggest that the best option for performance, tyre
reliability considered, would be to decrease weight
by way of a reduction in both tread surface area and
tread depth; (d) the intermediate tyre (X-King)
tested (Table I) provides the rider with the best
option for racing in conditions tested.

In setting out to assess the rolling performance of
cross-country mountain bike tyres, two field based
tests were performed under controlled conditions.
The coasting deceleration test has been validated
(Candau et al., 1999) to assess resistive forces of
cycling and used to identify the effects of tyre pressure
and load on rolling resistance of road bicycles in an
indoor environment (Grappe et al., 1999). This is the
first time it has been used outdoors on a surface typical
of cross-country mountain biking. As a result, the pre-
liminary trial was performed to quantify the reliability
of such a test in an authentic environment to the sport
of cross-country mountain bike racing. While data
analysis showed some variation (~ 1 km h−1) for initial
speed (determined by single beam, microprocessor
functionality timing device), this is within the range
of reliability for the Garmin GPS device used
(Macdermid & Stannard, 2012) to attain the pre-
coasting speed of 25 km h−1. Comparisons of CV
between initial speed and final speed highlight the
small variability amongst the two data points measured
and is further supported by the small error of 10 cm
over the 20 m unloaded cycling reported in the mod-
elled data of Table III. As such, the coasting decelera-
tion test can be confirmed reliable for assessing the
rolling performance of cross-country mountain bike
tyres in a true-to-life setting, with standardised
conditions.

Data taken from the deceleration test for the tyres
were used to try and model the coefficient of rolling
resistance as per previous studies using road bikes
indoors (Candau et al., 1999; Grappe et al., 1999).
While the fit of the model was good, as can be seen
in Table III, the resulting coefficient of rolling resis-
tance and estimated frontal area were improbable:
the reported coefficients of rolling resistance were far

lower than for road bike (Candau et al., 1999;
Wilson et al., 2004) even though previous research
has indicated that the rolling resistance is larger for
mountain bikes (Di Prampero, 2000) and that the
lower pressures typically used in mountain biking
should result in higher rolling resistance (Bertucci
& Rogier, 2012; Bertucci et al., 2013). Meanwhile,
the EFAs were around four times larger than those
reported for road cycling (Candau et al., 1999;
Martin, Harney, & Berry, 1998) which is not likely.
It seems probable that some of the resistance due to
the tyres is being attributed to air resistance, most
likely as a result of rolling resistance not being inde-
pendent of speed. As such, a different model of
resistance is necessary for mountain biking and
should be explored in future research.

The main aim of using the coasting deceleration
test was to assess the tyre rolling performance hinged
on standardisation of initial speed between condi-
tions (tyres). Although the reliability trial showed
this to be possible, it is still important to identify
this within the main trial as increases in initial
speed would cause an increased air resistance con-
tribution to total resistance and could possibly be
misinterpreted as an increase in rolling resistance
(Di Prampero et al., 1979). Confirmation of this
control measure is emphasised by the non-significant
difference and allows rolling performance to be
assessed based on the final speed and more precisely
the Δ speed. Discrepancies between these two output
measures are seen with regard to interpretation of
best tyres where the order of performance was
Twister, RaceKing, X-King, SpeedKing and
MountainKing. However, small non-significant dif-
ference in initial speed has potentially affected the
final speed which is accounted for in Figure 3 where
the order of best performance becomes X-King,
Twister, RaceKing, SpeedKing and MountainKing.
These findings are interesting as they reflect those of
the hill climb test (Figure 4), suggesting that the
rolling performance as determined from the decel-
eration test (expressed Δ speed) is good enough to
indicate performance over a hill climb on different
terrain where tyre compression properties would be
greater due to the uphill gradient.

While this study sets out to assess the rolling per-
formance of a range of tyres of the same construction
but different tread patterns, it was impossible to
control other aspects such as tyre volume. Both the
SpeedKing and Twister were unavailable in a
26 × 2.2′′ size (Table I), and although the width
difference between these and the other tyres tested
only amounted to 2.5 mm and 7.5 mm, respectively,
there could be a performance disadvantage (Nilges,
2010) related to a narrower but longer contact patch
and thus a greater retardation force to overcome.
While the work of Nilges highlighted a difference
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on grass but not on gravel, the two smaller volume
tyres used in our study showed performance to be
consistent across both tests on two different surfaces.
Interestingly, the two lower volume tyres in this
study performed quite differently while having two
quite distinct characteristics relating to tread surface
area and tread depth (Table I). The Twister is low
volume, lightweight and has minimal tread, is classi-
fied as a slick, yet has a high tread surface area per
standardised unit and a low tread depth compared to
the SpeedKing, classified as a mud tyre, which is
lightweight and has a more aggressive tread config-
uration by way of a low tread surface area and a high
tread depth. Both tyres are considerably lighter than
the others tested; yet tread characteristics seem to be
the defining component with regard to performance
in these tests. However, while intimating preference
for minimal tread, it is important to highlight the fact
that the best overall performing tyre was in fact the
heaviest tyre tested, with the equal greatest tyre
volume, and had an intermediary value for tread
surface area and tread depth (Table I). Combining
these values through the multiregression equation
provides the best performance option for rolling –

climbing. Again, the only difference between the X-
King, RaceKing and MountainKing other than 25 g
per tyre, maximum, is the tread characteristics
(Table I).

A limitation of this study with regard to perfor-
mance over a cross-country mountain bike race
course is the linearity of the testing methods used.
Cross-country mountain biking involves negotiating
a large number of corners (Macdermid & Stannard,
2012), and although unsubstantiated it is likely that a
more aggressive tread pattern and tyre volume would
provide increased confidence and greater perfor-
mance during cornering and unstable sections of a
course. Yet more time and emphasis is spent climb-
ing (Gregory et al., 2007; Macrae, Hise, & Allen,
2000) as it is easier to gain or lose time on this part
of a course. As such, it could be argued that by
choosing a tyre that allows the rider to climb well
will provide the best competitive advantage. To this
end, the data provided within this study identify the
best performing tyre as not being the lightest or the
slickest but one with a well-designed tread config-
uration (optimal weight to tread surface area and
tread depth), a tyre for all terrain and most
conditions.

Conclusion

We have shown that a simple deceleration test is
easily administered and reliable for testing tyre roll-
ing performance in the field on a flat surface specific
to cross-country mountain bike racing.
Traditionally, cross-country mountain bike athletes

or team managers have chosen the lightest tyres in
order to improve performance. The findings of this
study show that the ideal tyre for performance on
hard-pack surfaces, tyre reliability considered, would
be to decrease weight by way of a reduction in both
tread surface area and tread depth. Future research
should concentrate on developing a model to calcu-
late rolling resistance and air resistance during cross-
country mountain bike riding.
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a b s t r a c t

Investigations into the work demands of Olympic format cross country mountain biking suggest an
incongruent relationship between work done and physiological strain experienced by participants.
A likely but unsubstantiated cause is the extra work demand of muscle damping of terrain/surface induced
vibrations. The purpose of this study was to describe the relationship between vibration mechanics and
their interaction with terrain, bicycle and rider during a race pace effort on a cross country mountain
bike track, on both 26″ and 29″ wheels. Participants completed one lap of a cross country track using 26″
and 29″ wheels, at race pace. Power, cadence, speed, heart rate and geographical position were sampled
and logged every second for control purposes. Tri-axial accelerometers located on the bicycle and rider,
recorded accelerations (128 Hz) and were used to quantify vibrations experienced during the whole lap
and over terrain sections (uphill and downhill). While there were no differences in power output
(p¼0.3062) and heart rate (p¼0.8423), time to complete the lap was significantly (p¼0.0061) faster on
the 29″ wheels despite increased vibrations in the larger wheels (p¼0.0020). Overall accelerometer data
(RMS) showed location differences (po0.0001), specifically between the point of interface of bike–body
compared to those experienced at the lower back and head. The reduction in accelerations at both the
lower back and head are imperative for injury prevention and demonstrates an additional non-
propulsive, muscular, challenge to riding. Stress was greatest during downhill sections as acceleration
differences between locations were greater when compared to uphill sections, and thus possibly prevent
the recovery processes that may occur during non-propulsive load.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Work demand during Olympic format cross country mountain
biking (XCO-MTB) does not reflect the physiological strain experi-
enced by participants (Stapelfeldt et al., 2004). Explanations focus
on non-pedal related work (Hurst and Atkins, 2006), which could
include terrain induced vibration damping.

Bicycling is considered a non-impact sport (Stewart and Hannan,
2000) yet mountain bikes are subjected to vibrations (De Lorenzo and
Hull, 1997; Faiss et al., 2007; Levy and Smith, 2005) which the bicycle–
body must dissipate before the accelerations reach the central nervous
system (CNS) (Samuelson et al., 1989). As such, XCO-MTB has shown
to provide a significant osteogenic effect compared to road cycling
(Warner et al., 2002) but non-pedal related work such as that required
to dampen energy from vibrations in XCO-MTB is not yet well
quantified and could indirectly influence the total work done and
thus performance in a race situation.

The majority of load components occurring at the bicycle level
during off-road cycling have been shown to occur at o50 Hz (De
Lorenzo and Hull, 1997; Levy and Smith, 2005). Higher frequencies
have been found at the wheel itself, but these frequencies were
not present at the interface with the rider (Levy and Smith, 2005).
The high frequency vibrations (25–25,000 Hz) are associated with
wheel rotations and tread configuration and are absorbed by the
bicycle (Levy and Smith, 2005), and soft tissue at the point of
interface (Issurin, 2005). Although this may occur in XCO-MTB it is
likely that there will be many rapid and variable changes in track
surface adding to the work required of the bike–body damping
mechanisms. Alternatively, low frequency vibrations (o25 Hz) are
less likely to be dealt with the bicycle and are more difficult for the
body to deal with as the frequency which propagates through
contracted or stretched muscle is within the range of resonance
reported for whole body (Mester et al., 1999) and individual
muscles directly related to propulsion during cycling (Wakeling
et al., 2002). Such vibrations are reported to increase muscle
activity, a result of dampening, and increase motor unit involve-
ment for a given production of muscle force (Mester et al., 1999)
and thus decrease overall efficiency. Laboratory work placing cycle
ergometers on vibration platforms (20 Hz, amplitude of 1.8 mm)

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/jbiomech
www.JBiomech.com
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decreased time to exhaustion by 21% (Samuelson et al., 1989)
while a novel study involving a bump simulator (bumps were 30
and 70 mm) for mountain bikes (Titlestad et al., 2003) showed
that at frequencies of 2.9–4.0 Hz oxygen cost and heart rate
increased by 50% and 35%, respectively (Titlestad et al., 2006).
The addition of bumps in such trials, whether realistic or not,
highlights the increased work demand as a result of vibration or
shocks in XCO-MTB. These findings are supported by the addition
of suspension systems to bikes with regards to comfort, economy,
and performance (Nishii et al., 2004), with subsequent decreases
in vibrations or shocks at the saddle level (Faiss et al., 2007). Even
with these technological improvements, it is has been shown that
the rider's upper body will perform significant work (Hurst et al.,
2012), potentially due to bike handling and the damping of
vibrations. Nevertheless, there is little empirical description of
the transference of energy from the terrain surface to bike to
human during XCO-MTB.

While traditionally XCO-MTB have used 26″ wheels, the last few
years have seen the introduction of 29″ and 27.5″wheels. At the 2012
Olympic Games wheel size distribution amongst the top 10 males
and females combined, equated to 70; 25; and 5% for 29″, 26″ and
27.5″ wheels respectively. It has been suggested that wheel diameter
reduces vibration in any format (Wilson, 2004). A statement
endorsed by industry led promotions claiming greater performance
and a smoother ride and thus overall performance gain.

The primary aim of this study is to describe the frequency–
magnitude relationship, the amplitude of accelerations and the

interaction between the terrain, bicycle and rider during a typical
XCO-MTB race lap whilst using 26″ and 29″ wheels. We hypothe-
sised that accelerations experienced at the head and lower back
will be significantly less than those at the bicycle and limbs, that
the accelerations will be different for uphill and downhill riding,
and that 29″ wheels will dampen vibrations to a greater extent
than 26″ wheels.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Eight nationally competitive XCO-MTB athletes (mean7s: age 25711 years,
height 178712 cm, mass 63.079.0 kg) performed a laboratory ramp style test
commencing at 100 W and increasing by 25 W per minute (Wmax 419768 W or
6.670.2 W kg�1, HRmax 19778 bpm) until volitional fatigue. All participants
provided written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Field test trials

Participants attended a day at a purpose-built mountain bike course (Kohitere
Forest, Levin, NZ) completing a re-familiarisation of the XCO-MTB course to be
used. The course was broken down into sections based on terrain (Fig. 1).

Participants were required to perform one lap of the course under two
conditions (26″ and 29″ wheels), separated by 15 min to allow full recovery.
Because we wanted to quantify the accelerations during realistic conditions,
participants were instructed to ride at race pace which has been previously
reported at about 90% HRmax (Impellizzeri et al., 2002). Each condition involved
participants riding the same bicycle (GT Zaskar elite 29″ hard tail, Optimised Force

Fig. 1. Course outline for the XCO-MTB lap used during the study. Where indicates start and finish, ⇨ refers to a climb and ➔signifies a descent. Numbers encircled 1–3 on
the map are related to climbs or descents highlighted on the schematic profile of the course. Section characteristics are provided in the table to the right of the schematic profile.

P.W. Macdermid et al. / Journal of Biomechanics 47 (2014) 1829–18371830
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Constructed Carbon, USA), adjusted to personal requirements prior to the trial, and
thus controlling posture, but fitted with either 26″ or 29″ wheels (X430 and X470,
32H, DT Swiss, CH.). By using the same frame built for 29″ wheels the bike handling
properties could have been compromised. However, mechanical trail, seen as a
major determinant of a bicycles handling properties (Wilson, 2004), only differed
by 10 mm and was unnoticed by participants. Conditions were performed in a
counter balanced order to prevent any order effect on the dependent variables of
interest.

2.3. Outcome measures

Power output (W), cadence (rpm), speed (km h�1), and heart rate (bpm) were
continuously sampled and logged every second (SRAM QUARK S2275 MTB Power
Metre, USA; Garmin, Edge 500, USA) in order to make comparisons between
conditions for work done and physiological strain when comparing performance
time (s). This powermeter system has a reported accuracy71.5% (Aguilar et al.,
2008). Data recorded from the power metre, heart rate monitor transceiver and
GPS device were transmitted to a conventional PC for processing.

Wireless, tri-axial accelerometer, magnetometers and gyroscope with a reported
accuracy 0.0012 m s2 �√Hz�1 (Emerald, APDM, OR, USA), were used in a synchro-
nised data logging mode to measure accelerations in accordance with the Interna-
tional Standards (ISO 2631-1) for measuring vibrations (ISO, 1997). Use of
accelerometers to measure vibrations on the human has been validated (Coza et
al., 2010) and the Emerald accelerometers have been validated as a method for
measuring vibrations (Carr et al., 2012).

The accelerometers were placed on the handlebar centre; lower left arm
(frontal distal position); left lower leg (frontal, distal position); seat post (within
10 cm of saddle-rider contact area); lumbar region of lower back; and medial
forehead (Fig. 2). Based upon the positioning of accelerometers and the under-
standing that all excitations at the bike–body interface occurs at o50 Hz for off-
road cycling (De Lorenzo and Hull, 1997; Faiss et al., 2007; Levy and Smith, 2005;
Wilczynski and Hull, 1994) accelerometers were sampled at 128 Hz, logged,
transmitted to PC, converted to h5 file and processed using MATLAB R2011b.

All data were analysed for total (XYZ), vertical (Z-axis), and horizontal (X- and
Y- axes) accelerations. Root mean squares of accelerations were calculated to
quantify the amount of vibration the participants experienced (ISO, 1997).

A spectral analysis was also performed using a fast Fourier transform to examine
the frequency of vibrations, and five measures were used for statistical analysis:
(1) half frequency, the frequency at which half the total power was below the
frequency, which quantified whether the accelerations were high or low frequency;
(2) maximum frequency, the frequency at which the maximum amplitude was
observed; and (3) maximum magnitude, the magnitude at that frequency. To
separate the voluntary movements of the body or bicycle from the vibrations,
maximum frequency and maximum magnitude were analysed at low frequency
(o5 Hz), which contains the voluntary movements (in addition to vibrations), and
high frequency (45 Hz), which contains vibrations and physiological tremor. These
values were chosen because previous research has indicated that 5 Hz is an upper
limit for voluntary movements (Hines et al., 1987; Jäncke et al., 2004; Kay et al.,
1991). This cut-off would also preserve the first two harmonics for a cyclist
pedalling at 150 rpm, which was faster than the maximum cadence for any of
the participants. Thus, the high frequency represents vibrations, while the lower
frequency contains both vibrations and voluntary movement (e.g., pedalling).

2.4. Statistical analysis

Descriptive data (mean and standard deviation) were calculated for all
dependent variables and compared by paired Student's t-tests. A two-way
repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), with two within-subject vari-
ables (terrain and wheel size) was used to test differences between time (s), power
output (W), cadence (rpm) and heart rate (bpm) in order to assess performance
variations between trials.

Accelerometer data comparisons were made via univariate analysis of variance
(three-way ANOVA ), including within-subject variables, wheel size, terrain and
accelerometer location, tested for main effects and interactions (wheel size�
Terrain� Location; wheel size� terrain; wheel size� accelerometer location; and
terrain� accelerometer location) for variables maximum frequency and maximum
magnitude for o5 Hz and 45 Hz.

Analysis of RMS included separate three-way ANOVA analysis, within-subject
variables: wheel size, accelerometer location and axis (vertical and horizontal),
tested for main effects and interactions (wheel size� Terrain� Location; wheel
size� axis; wheel size� accelerometer location; and axis� accelerometer location).

Fig. 2. A photograph depicting accelerometer locations during the trial.

P.W. Macdermid et al. / Journal of Biomechanics 47 (2014) 1829–1837 1831
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Where an overall significant difference was found the main effect was analysed
using Bonferroni post-hoc testing for pairwise comparisons. All statistical analyses
were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 20, significance set at Po0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Performance analysis

Participants were asked to complete a lap of the XCO-MTB
course under two conditions (26″ and 29″ wheels) at race pace
(self-determined). Although, paired Student's t-tests showed no
significant differences for overall power output (245731 and
244738 W, p¼0.3062) and heart rate (165711 and 1657
10 bpm, p¼0.8423), overall time proved to be significantly slower
on the 26″ compared to the 29″ wheels (635.4741.5 vs 616.67
49.2 s, p¼0.0061), respectively. Terrain categorisation data (Table 1)
showed no interactions for wheel size� terrain (p¼0.9202;
p¼0.8899; p¼0.9090) for time, power and heart rate respectively.
As expected there were significant differences for within-subject
variable, terrain, when comparing time (po0.0001), power output
(po0.0001), and heart rate (p¼0.0477) but not for wheel size
(P40.05).

3.2. Accelerometer data

Three-way ANOVA analysis of total acceleration amplitude (RMS)
showed that there was a significant main effect for wheel size
(F(1,168)¼10.079; P¼0.0020), axis (F(1,84)¼1308.191; Po0.0001) and
accelerometer location (F(5,56)¼301.72; Po0.0001) plus an interac-
tion (F(1,168)¼67.121; Po0.0001) between axis (vertical and horizon-
tal) and accelerometer location (Fig. 3). Fig. 4A–F shows the terrain
effect on accelerations for total, vertical and horizontal axis for each
accelerometer location. Three-way ANOVA showed significant differ-
ences (Po0.001) for the total, vertical and horizontal accelerations
for the main effects of terrain and accelerometer locations. There was
also a significant terrain� location interaction (Po0.001). Post-hoc
analysis identified differences between downhill sections, between
uphill and downhill section but not between uphills.

Power spectra for all six accelerometer locations for a single
participant using 26″ wheels are shown in Fig. 5. Overall, the
power was much higher, particularly at high frequencies, in the
downhill sections. Only the head and back locations showed
accelerations similar to that seen in uphill riding, indicating that
the vibrations entering the bicycle were damped before reaching
these parts of the bodies. In the uphill sections there is a low
frequency (o2 Hz) spike in the leg acceleration, which was caused
by the pedalling motion. Power spectra for all seven participants
can be found in the Supplementary material.

Results for vertical accelerations of frequency bandwidths
(o5 Hz and 45 Hz) for wheel size, accelerometer location, and

terrain section, expressed as mean7SD, for maximum frequency,
magnitude at maximum frequency are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 4 includes half frequency data (non-frequency banded) for
wheel size, terrain and accelerometer location. Fig. 5 illustrates an
individual subject spectral analysis for vertical acceleration of each
accelerometer location, and separated for terrain.

There were significant main effects for wheel size (F(1,168)¼
4.378, P¼0.037 for o5 Hz frequency band but not 45 Hz,
F(1,168)¼1.412, P¼0.234), accelerometer location (F(5,56)¼84.738,
Po0.001; F(5,56)¼95.221, Po0.001) and terrain (F(3,84)¼54.498,
Po0.001; F(3,84)¼5.475, P¼0.001), plus terrain� location interac-
tion (F(15,56)¼5.368, Po0.001; F(15,56)¼8.279, Po0.001) for max-
imum frequency (Table 2) at the frequency bands of o5 Hz and
45 Hz, respectively. Key findings from post-hoc analysis showed
that there were overall significant differences (Po0.05) between
hill 1 and hill 2, and between the uphill's and downhill's, but not
between the two downhill's. Multiple comparisons between the
accelerometer locations were significantly different (Po0.05)
except handlebar–left arm, handlebar–eat post, left arm–seat post,
lower back–head and handlebar–left leg, lower back–head for
frequency bands o5 Hz and 40035 Hz, where P40.05.

Significant main effects of magnitude at maximum frequency for
vertical accelerations were present for accelerometer location
(F(5,56)¼90.784, Po0.001; F(5,56)¼109.744, Po0.001) and terrain
(F(3,84)¼126.711, Po0.001; F(3,84)¼482.101, Po0.001), with a sig-
nificant terrain� location interaction (F(15,56)¼19.720, Po0.001;
F(15,56)¼41.628, po0.001) for both frequency bands. Post-hoc ana-
lysis showed significant difference between all pair combinations of
comparison between uphill and downhill's for the frequency band
45 Hz while all multiple comparisons showed significant differences
for the frequency band o5 Hz. Multiple comparisons between the
accelerometer locations were significantly different (Po0.05) for all
accelerometer positions except the lower back and head, for both
frequency bands.

Analysis of half frequency data (Table 4) highlighted significant
differences (F(1,168)¼4.126, P¼0.043; F(3,84)¼4.126, Po0.001;
F(5,56)¼409.394, Po0.000) between main effects wheel size, terrain
and accelerometer locations, respectively, but with no interactions
other than terrain� location (F(15,56)¼11.886, Po0.001).

4. Discussion

The primary aim of this study was to quantify the vibrations
from the bicycle during a typical XCO-MTB race lap, and to
determine how these accelerations were dampened in the body
whilst using 26″ and 29″ wheels. The main findings were: (a)
variables of acceleration were significantly greater at the bike–
body interface compared with the lower back and head; (b) terrain
affected all locations by increasing measures associated with
vibrations on downhill sections except in the case of the head

Table 1
Mean7SD for performance variables measured throughout the field trial and separated based on terrain (Hill (H) and downhill (DH)) for the depicted order.

Wheel Size (inches) Uphill 1 Downhill 1 Uphill 2 Downhill 2 Two-way ANOVA

Time (s) 26 12979 8877 290723 128710 WS P¼0.242
Terr Po0.001

29 126715 8678 280724 125712 WS� Terr P¼0.920

Power (W) 26 362748 93757 304733 65736 WS P¼0.984
Terr Po0.001

29 352758 81731 317738 74740 WS� Terr P¼0.846

Heart rate (bpm) 26 165711 162713 170711 159712 WS P¼0.821
Terr P¼0.048

29 163713 15879 17179 161710 WS� Terr P¼0.909

P.W. Macdermid et al. / Journal of Biomechanics 47 (2014) 1829–18371832
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where variables remained constant; (c) overall, 29″ wheels were
faster than 26″ wheels; and (d) 29″ wheels increased acceleration
overall both in the vertical and horizontal planes when compared
to 26″ wheels.

Participants were asked to complete the laps at race pace, and
the validity of the tests depended on their effort during the task.
Participants were able to provide reliable efforts, as evidenced by
the non-significant difference between wheel sizes in terms of

heart rate or power (Table 1). Moreover, measures of workload and
intensity are comparable with previous work on XCO-MTB race
intensities (Stapelfeldt et al., 2004), indicating that the tests were
valid measures of accelerations during race conditions.

In showing that there is a difference between the accelerations
experienced at the bike–body interface compared with those of
the lower back and head during XCO-MTB racing we have
confirmed that a large amount of soft tissue damping occurs in
order to protect the body via stabilisation (Figs. 3 and 4). This
damping was similar to that seen in locomotion (Hamill et al.,
1995; Mercer et al., 2003), where high frequency accelerations
were greatly reduced at the head. Whilst we made no measure of
muscle tension or stiffness in the current study, based on previous
research (Hurst et al., 2012; Mester et al., 1999; Wakeling et al.,
2003) it is probable that the muscles played a key role in removing
the acceleration. In addition, soft tissue acts as a wobbling mass
that vibrates in a direct response to mechanical excitation (Nigg
and Liu, 1999; Wakeling et al., 2002) and such additional work
detracts from the force generating capability of the muscles
(Issurin, 2005) as there is a greater demand on motor units for a
given force production (Mester et al., 1999). Such a response would
be detrimental to forward propulsion of the XCO-MTB athlete.

Laboratory-based studies (Samuelson et al., 1989) investigating
cycling and the effects of vibration show that accelerations of
20 m s�1 at the foot are damped to 2 m s�1 at the head with a
subsequent decrease in submaximal time to exhaustion of 21%
compared with cycling under normal (no vibrations) conditions.
The accelerations previously reported at the head during labora-
tory cycling (Samuelson et al., 1989) are comparable to the field
data for XCO-MTB presented (Fig. 3). Whatever the level of
vibration experienced at the bike–body interface, it appears that
muscular work is done to limit transference to the CNS in order to
maintain optimal visual acuity, vestibular signals and decision
making processes (Grether, 1971; Newell and Mansfield, 2008;
Pozzo et al., 1995). This would necessarily be reflected in a
decreased gross efficiency compared to ergometer or road cycling
at the same absolute workload. Maintenance of optimal CNS
function is essential to optimise performance and maintain safety
while negotiating technical and synonymously bumpy XCO-MTB
courses.

While Fig. 3 provides an overview of vibration severity at
different accelerometer positions. Fig. 4 supplies us with more
detail regarding the nature of the course in relation to possibilities
of energy expenditure for muscle damping of vibrations. The
significant interaction between terrain� accelerometer location
emphasises that energy expenditure for dissipating vibrations is
much smaller ascending compared to descending (Fig. 4 and
Tables 2 and 4). However, it must be stressed that terrain is not
just about ascent or descent as post-hoc analysis showed differ-
ences between the two climbs (Hill 1 and Hill 2). Hill 1 was a hard
packed forest road which is relatively smooth with minimal
steering requirements and performed at a relatively constant pace,
while hill 2 was a single track climb consisting of multiple switch
back corners, tree roots and obstacles with fluctuating pace
changes. An interesting observation was the greater proportion
of horizontal accelerations during climbing compared to descend-
ing as part of overall acceleration. This would be reflected in the
fact that there would be greater resistance to forwards movement
as a result of irregular gradient, track directions and surface terrain
changes (Bertucci et al., 2013), but also the transference of effort
from the upper body into force applied at the pedals. As reported
in a previous study (Macdermid and Stannard, 2012) the torque
applied during ascent in XCO-MTB is very high and requires a
strength element not often seen in road cycling.

Comparisons of main effect for accelerometer location demon-
strate that differences only occurred at the locations interfacing

Fig. 3. Mean7 s amplitude (RMS) for (A) total; (B) vertical; and (C) horizontal
components of acceleration over the whole lap. ⧠ signifies 26″ wheel trial while ■
signifies 29″ wheels. nn(Po0.01) main effect of wheel size; ###(Po0.001) main
effect of accelerometer location; $$$(Po0.001) axis� accelerometer location.
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bike–body, further consolidating the increased demand of energy
expenditure for muscles in a damping role. Combined with the
knowledge that more time is spent climbing than descending (66%
vs 34% in this study) during XCO-MTB racing (MacRae et al., 2000)
and the difficulties of passing when descending in race conditions

(Macdermid and Morton, 2011), it is not surprising that the
majority of international XCO-MTB athletes use a hard tail
designed bike as opposed to a heavier full suspension design. This
is contrary to peer reviewed literature suggesting that full suspen-
sion designs provide a more efficient ride over bumpy terrain

Fig. 4. Mean acceleration expressed as RMS for accelerometer locations for different terrain segments as described in fig. 1 (H1¼Uphill 1; DH1¼Downhill 2; H2¼Uphill 2;
DH2¼Downhill 2). (A) Total acceleration for 26″wheels; (B) total acceleration for 29″wheels; (C)vertical acceleration for 26″wheels; (D) vertical acceleration for 29″wheels;
(E) horizontal acceleration for 26″ wheels; and (F) horizontal acceleration for 26″ wheels.
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(Titlestad et al., 2006) but agreeing with a more recent study
showing that the hard tail designed bikes are more efficient whilst
climbing and consequentially faster over a race lap (Herrick et al.,
2011), albeit using a somewhat outdated suspension system. In an
attempt to gain performance advantages there has been a rise in
popularity in the use of 29″ wheels (compared to traditional 26″

wheels), hard tail designed bikes, with an unsubstantiated reported
capability of reducing the impact of terrain induced vibrations.

Our hypothesis that 29″ wheels would dampen vibrations and
thus decrease the non-propulsive work was unfounded as 29″
wheels, on this course at least, were faster than 26″ wheels. The
non-significant difference in mean power output and the highly

Fig. 5. Spectral analysis of vertical accelerations for subject 3 during different sections of the course where, (A) is uphill 1; (B) is downhill1; (C) is uphill 2; and (D) is
downhill 2.

Table 2
Mean7SD for maximum frequency (Hz) of accelerations at points of contact between bike– body during a XCO-MTB lap, and separated for terrain, frequency banding and
wheel size.

Accelerometer
location

26″Wheels 29″ Wheels

Uphill 1 Downhill 1 Uphill 2 Downhill 2 Uphill 1 Downhill 1 Uphill 2 Downhill 2

Frequency band (o5 Hz)
Handlebar 2.588670.5836 4.204970.3865 2.5649 70.4408 4.336270.4772 2.712870.8429 4.120270.6685 3.025370.6821 4.056370.4443
Left arm 2.287270.2906 3.803071.1836 2.750870.4038 3.578771.3051 2.372070.6737 4.454270.4506 3.036170.5719 4.052570.5563
Left leg 1.210070.1643 1.521470.1981 1.379070.1190 1.873970.4691 1.246770.1784 1.473670.2567 1.387270.1609 1.786270.2609
Seatpost 2.583970.5664 4.134870.3727 2.663670.4313 3.902370.9578 2.727570.8689 4.139870.7566 2.669570.4213 4.087670.5080
Lower back 2.190670.3439 2.500070.6107 2.440870.7278 2.528771.0570 2.406370.4803 3.000370.8713 2.668670.6146 2.660470.9820
Head 2.208570.1610 2.381070.5833 2.355970.2798 2.642970.8873 2.344670.7609 2.462570.4605 2.322770.2796 2.795670.9635

Frequency band (45 Hz)
Handlebar 11.547973.6624 8.018470.4146 8.383873.1137 7.707970.8894 12.950874.6860 9.488973.4710 8.903272.3627 7.420571.0044
Left arm 15.040372.0706 12.081072.4787 13.966772.7886 13.83072.7830 15.584272.6019 14.373873.3495 13.584071.3101 13.110872.8850
Left leg 7.442074.1788 13.470872.4782 6.491573.0441 11.447974.2789 7.276472.8482 13.138174.8928 5.264470.2734 13.082073.0109
Seatpost 14.013071.405 10.079972.5423 12.691472.4115 10.212472.8376 14.437473.7298 11.222673.6646 11.968772.6532 13.572873.1709
Lower back 5.644070.7655 6.025370.5550 5.174670.1138 6.474171.1317 5.631170.7367 6.541971.1428 5.620870.3654 6.139470.9143
Head 5.745970.8424 6.848271.3518 5.655270.5066 6.593971.7374 5.409470.4349 6.448271.7284 5.871870.6557 6.083471.3503
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significant difference in overall time make this a very important
finding, equating to 167–186 s over a typical race distance.
Table 1 shows there was no significant difference between wheel
size and performance over terrain sections, reflecting variance in
the small number of subjects used, as mean times were between
2.3% and 3.5% quicker on all sections. The source of the increase in
velocity per unit power output is likely owing in part to a
combination of decreased rolling resistance and aerodynamic
drag. A reduction in rolling resistance would be attributable to
less deformation and therefore reduced energy loss of the 29″
tyres as a result of their greater volume. Secondly, smaller
fluctuations in speed would lead to less aerodynamic drag, but if
this were true the low frequency component of the acceleration
should favour the 29″ wheels (Table 3); which it does not.

The angle between the wheel axle and the point of impact is
greater in a larger wheel and has been implicated in greater
momentum and reduced vibrations (Wilson, 2004) yet our data
clearly show that vibrations were greater in both the vertical and
horizontal directions with the 29″ wheels. This increased vibration
may simply be a result of the higher velocities with the 29″ wheels
making comparison of wheel size and their ability to attenuate
vibration transference between bike and body difficult. It is also
important to acknowledge the fact that this study compared 29″
with 26″ wheels sitting in the same (29″ frame), so might not
represent a true comparison of actual 26″ and 29″ bikes where
frame/fork geometry differences may affect performance. How-
ever, by using the same frame we isolated the wheel diameter
effect by controlling for geometric measures associated with bike
handling (head tube angle and mechanical trail (Wilson, 2004)).
A further study could aim to make comparisons between complete
26″ and 29″ bikes.

Practical applications of this research can be found in the
supplementary material.
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Quantification of vibrations during mountain 
biking  
P Macdermid 1 , PW Fink and S Stannard 
 

 

Abstract 
Background:  During cross-country mountain biking, riders are subjected to vibrations due to the terrain, which must 
be damped before reaching the central nervous system.  Damping vibrations requires work, which may help to 
explain the decrease in economy for mountain biking as compared to road cycling (Titlestad et al., 2006 Journal of 
Sports Sciences, 24(2), 125-135).  Purpose: To describe the relationship between vibration mechanics and their 
interaction with terrain, bicycle and rider during a race pace effort on a cross country mountain bike track.   
 
Methods: Participants (n=8) completed two separate laps on a cross country track using 26” and 29” wheels, at race 
speed. Power, cadence, speed, heart rate, and geographical position were sampled and logged every second for 
control purposes. Tri-axial accelerometers located at handlebar centre, lower left arm, lower left leg, seat post, lower 
back and medial forehead, recorded accelerations with a output rate 128 Hz to measure vibrations experienced 
during the whole lap and over terrain sections (uphill and downhill). Vibrations were quantified using a root mean 
square (RMS) and using Fourier analyses.   
 
Results: RMS data showed greater total accelerations for 29” vs 26” wheels (p=0.0020), and a significant interaction 
of terrain and accelerometer location (p<.0001). While climbing, accelerations were generally low and concentrated 
at low movement frequencies. While descending, however, high RMS values were seen on the bicycle (handlebar 
and seat post) and the parts of the body near the interface with the bicycle (left arm and left leg), while lower 
accelerations at the lower back and head were not significantly different than the accelerations during climbing.  In 
addition, Fourier analyses showed that the accelerations occurred at a higher frequency when compared to uphill 
sections.  No differences between overall power output (p=0.3062) and heart rate (p=0.8423), yet overall time was 
greater for 26” compared to 29” wheels (p=0.0061). Discussion: The results show that mountain bikers are subjected 
to large accelerations, or vibrations, particularly during downhill sections.  These vibrations are damped before 
reaching the lower back and head, which requires metabolic work.  In addition, 29 inch wheels showed a clear 
performance advantage, going faster for the same average power, although resulting in greater vibrations for the 
riders.   
 
Conclusion: This study demonstrates an additional non-propulsive, muscular challenge to riding during cross country 
mountain biking represented by a change in accelerations at the point of interface between bike-body compared to 
lower back and head. 
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different bike weights, so we have a lot of result data. We found that 
adding 3.7kg and 8.3kg complemented what we found with the 
2.3kg weight, so we’ll focus on that one, as adding 2.3kg is enough 
of a difference to take a bike from what most riders would consider 
a ‘light’ bike to a ‘heavy’ bike.

While there is a range of data from our different weight riders (See 
Figure 2A for averages), to give you an idea, adding 2.3kg (21.5%) 
to our 10.7kg bike meant a decrease in performance of 22 seconds 
(3.3%) for the 95 kg rider, 27 seconds (4.0%) for the 70kg rider and 
46 seconds (5.3%) for the 28kg rider. 

As you can see the variation in the time (s) differences between 
participants was actually very high. This, however, was expected as 
the wide spectrum of body weights used (28-96kg) meant a huge 
range of differences in terms of the proportion of bike to body 
weight. If we analyse the results based on body weight (see figure 
2A) or proportion of bike weight to total weight (figure 2B) you can 
see why the original analyses are so varied.  

Figure 2. Performance over climb when participants were split for 
those weighing > 70kg and < 70kg (A), and the effect of bike weight 
as a proportion of total weight on performance (B).

What about ‘tiredness’?

You might be thinking “yeah, but the longer the rider has to 
climb the more tired they’ll get and the greater the difference the 
additional weight will make”. Nope - that’s why we controlled their 
power output. The difference in difficulty and their ‘tiredness’ is 
captured in the difference in time to the top. If you want to know 
how much difference it will make over a different hill climb e.g. one 
that is twice as high or long, just work out the time difference the 
gain or loss in weight (using the Weight -Performance Calculation) 

will make as a percentage and multiply by your typical time to climb. 

Practical application: 

Figure 3 provides an estimate of the effect of bike weight (all 
rotational parts are the same) on six different hypothetical body 
weights. Alternatively, for those mathematicians out there, use 
the calculation below to determine the difference saving a given 
amount of weight will make. 

Weight-Performance Calculation

Time (s) = (11.31 x (bike weight / ((total rider weight + bike weight)) 
x 100)) + 506

An example of how this can be used is provided:

A 70kg rider using a RockShox Reverb Stealth (1250mm) drop saddle 
weighing 560g compared to a Truvati Noir T40 225g seat post and 
the effects of the extra weight on climbing performance. The bike 
excluding the seat post weighed 9.5kg.    

Drop seat: (11.31 x (9.5+0.56) / ((70+(9.5+0.56)) x 100)) + 506 = 648s

Light weight seat post: (11.31 x (9.5+0.225) / ((70 + (9.5+0.225)) x 
100)) + 506 = 644s

SRAM’S QUARQ POWER METER CRANKS ALLOWED US TO CONTROL 
THE RIDERS’ POWER OUTPUT, ENSURING RELIABLE RESULTS
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According to the results of our testing, for a 70kg rider, the time 
difference from adding a dropper post over an 11 minute, 170 
vertical metre hill climb is 4 seconds, or 0.6%. To determine if that 
saving is worth it, you’ll need to figure out if you’d be 4 seconds 
quicker back down the descent or if the ability to relax more on 
the descent will leave you more than 4 seconds worth fresher for 
the next climb. We’ll leave that calculation to you.  

Can you apply this information to your own hill climbs?

Our test course was a very specific hill climb designed to show how 
much increased weight increases riding time up a steep hill. We 
chose a hill where the skill factor was minimal - great for isolating 
the potential impact of weight and allowing the experiment to 
produce measurable results, but maybe not so great for applying 
the results to our favourite and most ridden climbs, which are 
invariably singletrack. The most enjoyable tend to be between 
3-7% gradient, and include corners, rocks, roots, and small descents 
where momentum helps during the next uphill section. In short, 
skill (or in some cases luck) plays an unknown, but presumably 
large portion of performance before we reach our favourite 
descent(s) and thus decreases the relative impact of non-functional 
weight gain or loss.  As you see, it would be hard to gain reliable 
results where rider consistency plays a part in performance, and 
by eliminating that we are able to get a good handle on the 
direct effects of non-functional weight on uphill performance. To 
relate the results to a specific climb, you would be best to use our 
calculation and work out the percentage change and apply that to 
the duration of your climb. Remember, there will always be a bit of 

play in the answer due to the element of skill or luck! 

Figure 3. Hypothetical effects of different bike weights on 

performance over the hill climb.

Conclusion: 

At a given watts per kilo power output, a heavier rider and bike 
combination are slower to the top of a hill. This means heavier 
riders have less to lose from heavier bikes, and lighter riders have 
more to lose. Knowing this information is very useful, as it means 
the skinny little weight savers amongst us can actually work out 
the performance value of paying an extra $500 to save 100g. 
Maybe knowing this, riders will concentrate more on enjoying the 
moment rather than stressing about a few grams lost here and 
there to an opponent. Also, it’s worth acknowledging that investing 
in a slightly stronger frame or component might keep you in the 
game for longer in order to do more riding, or, in the case of the 
dropper post, result in more fun and possibly faster descending. 
Alternatively, if you are serious, dropping a few grams of body 
weight is a good option, but the worst that can happen if you don’t 

worry about it is that your friends on their super-duper light bikes 
may have to wait at the top, literally a few seconds - or not, if you’re 
fitter than they are...

What about rotational weight?

We’ve seen all sorts of claims about how much rotational weight 
(wheels and tyres) affects speed on a mountain bike versus static 
weight. However, it is true to say that when the bike is being 
accelerated, it is harder to get up to speed the heavier the wheels 
are. In that case, wheel weight makes more difference than static 
weight and therefore saving weight on the wheels will make more 
difference to speed than saving weight on the frame. However, 
it is important to remember this is only the case when you are 
accelerating. Accelerating is of course increasing from a speed to 
a higher speed. Accelerating is not ‘trying really hard up a hill’ - if 
you are riding hard up a very steep hill and maintaining your 
speed, that is effort but it is not accelerating, so therefore not 
relevant for rotational weight. When, how often and for how long 
do you accelerate on your mountain bike?  And consequently, 
how important is wheel weight to mountain biking speed? That’s a 
question we’ll be looking at in an upcoming issue…

WEIGHT WAS ADDED WITH THREE WATER BOTTLES 
EITHER EMPTY OR FILLED WITH SAND
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